TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #36

N. 22 SEC. 15 T 1N R 10 W., WM.

S. 15

HISTORICAL: GLO A-7 TRINITY SET POST ± 1857

BOOK PAGE: MAPS A-122

5 - 78 B-1206 B-289

FIELD NOTES C. BELL 522 TRINITY A-322

A-692

CONDITION: GOOD FOUND: 2" IRON PIPE PLUGGED & STACKED BK 5 PG 78

40° HEMLOCK 545° W 7175. GLO B-7

GONE:

12° HEMLOCK N 75° E 40 LKS GLO B-7

FOUND SECURING VISIBLE 34° HEMLOCK 541° W 52 FT FIELD NOTES 522 TRIN

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE AND CEMENT IN A POSITION OF FD 2" IRON PIPE PLUGGED & STACKED

64" HAT SECTION SOUTH 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

4.56° CROOKED HEMLOCK N 79° W 6343° S 15 BT CS

4.20° HEMLOCK S 27° W 4481° 45 22 BT CS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED AT THE SE EDGE OF A CLEARING ± 30° NORTH OF THE EDGE OF THE TIMBER. I LAYED FD. 2" IRON PIPE ALONGSIDE MONUMENT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR & DAN MCQUIT

DATE: 3-23-76

COS*: [signature]

PHOTO# SEC:

* = County corner tag affixed.